Art & Culture
A Craftsmen’s Legacy (52x30)
Host Eric Gorges interviews craftsmen and women about their trades, including a glass blower, knife maker, boat builder, puppet craftsman, chocolatier and more!

Black Ballerina (1x60)
A story of passion and heartbreak — talented black ballerinas fight for the chance to dance in the overwhelmingly white world of classical ballet.

Bob Ross: The Happy Painter (1x60) & The Bob Ross Experience (1x60)
Two documentaries about the beloved painter, Bob Ross. Follow Bob’s journey from humble beginnings to a pop-culture icon and go behind-the-scenes at a museum exhibit devoted to Bob and his iconic television series The Joy of Painting.

Discover the Firebird (1x60) & Discover Vivaldi’s Four Seasons (2x60)
The Discovery Orchestra helps classical music enthusiasts hear and appreciate new delightful details in Igor Stravinsky's 1919 Firebird Suite, and Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons.

Eliades Ochoa: From Cuba to the World (1x60) & Live concert (1x60)
An intimate portrait of the legendary Cuban musician Eliades Ochoa and Cuban Son music, and a live concert with Ochoa at Casa De La Trova.

Elmore Leonard: But Don't Try to Write (1x60)
An exploration into the legacy and works of Elmore Leonard, one of the finest crime novelists of the past half-century, whose works became Hollywood blockbuster films.

Fall in Love with Music (8x30)
This engaging classical music series offers techniques to help viewers better enjoy and understand all kinds of music in their lives.

Frank Ferrante’s Groucho (1x90)
A rollicking one-man theatrical performance that pays homage to legendary comedian Groucho Marx, as performed by Frank Ferrante.

The Inn at Little Washington: A Delicious Documentary (1x60)
Explore the magnificent obsession of Chef Patrick O’Connell, as he chases the dream of a third Michelin star from his acclaimed restaurant in Virginia.

Inside High Noon (1x60)
Explores the landmark 1952 film starring Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly, and the gripping story behind its troubled production.

J Schwanke’s Life in Bloom (54x30) New Episodes!
J Schwanke invites you to embrace flowers and enjoy the benefits of a flower lifestyle.

Me, Dorothy...and This Road to Oz (1x60)
You’ve never seen a ballet like this! Go behind-the-scenes with the cast and crew of Septime Webre’s groundbreaking and jaw-dropping million dollar extravaganza.

Most Valuable Players (1x96)
This exhilarating film follows three drama troupes on their creative journey to an elaborate end-of-the-year competition known as the “Super Bowl” of high school musical theater.

Orchestrating Change (1x60, 1x90)
The inspiring story of the Mc2 Orchestra, the only classical music organization in the world created by and for people with mental illness.

Portraits in Architecture (6x30)
Meet prize-winning architects who design classical and traditional buildings and urban spaces in America and Europe in this entertaining series hosted by Geoffrey Baer.

Rick Steves Art of Europe (6x60) or 6 (1x60) NEW!
This six-part journey tells the story of Europe’s art from prehistoric to the Modern Age.

Road to the Globe (1x60)
Follow a New Zealand theater company’s rehearsals and historic performance of Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida in the Māori language at London’s Globe Theatre.

Versailles ’73: The American Runway Revolution (1x90)
A funny and poignant re-telling of the night that changed fashion forever — when French haute couture and American designers battled each other at the Château de Versailles in 1973.
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